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1. What are the  non-essential structure of bacteria? Function of flagella? 

2. What type of bacteria escape from phagocytosis ? Name some capsulated bacteria ? 

3. How spore baring bacteria can be killed ? Principle of autoclaving ? 

4. Name 3 toxin mediated diseases caused by Staphylococcus aureus.  What are the 

clinica importance of Staph .epidermidis? 

5. What bacteria causes opportunistic infection ? How pseudomonas become multi-drug 

resistance ?  

6. Enumerate the obligate intracellular bacteria.? Why Chlamydia is considered as 

obligate intracellular organism? 

7. What are the diseases produced by Staphylococcus saprophyticus? What is the 

laboratory diagnosis of UTI ? 

8. A 22 years old male present to his physician complaining of a  2 week history of a 

some on his penis . It is firm, raised, med, and non- tender. What is the most possible 

bacterial cause & give the principle of lab diagnosis of this Condition. 

9. What is literally meant for Staphylococcus, Streptococcus and Pneumococcus? 

Compare similarity and differences between Meningococcus and Pneumococcus. 

10. �HIV infection and AIDS is not a same condition�. Can you explain the statement? 
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1. What is selective media? Name 4 selective media commonly used in bacteriology 

laboratory mentioning their selective ingredients and use ? 

2. What are the common properties of Family enterobacteriace? How can you calssify? 

3. �Pasteurization is not a process of sterilization�. Is it false? Justify your answer. 

4. What is selective toxicity ? Why human cell is not affect by antimicrobial agent ? 

5. �Gram�s staining property of bacteria is related with their structure of cell envelope�. 

Clarify the statement. 

6. What do you mean by AFB? Why mycobacterium is known as AFB? 

7. Classify Mycobacterium with example. What are the atypical mycobacteriums? Why 

they are termed so? 

8. Name 5 virulence factors of bacteria mentioning their role in disease production. 

9. What are the role of antitoxin, antibiotics and toxoid in the treatment of Tetanus? 

10. Name the viruses causing hepatitis. How HBV differs from HCV? 
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1. What is LPS? Mention its clinical importance. 

2. Mention chemical, functional and immunological differences between exotoxin and 

endotoxin 

3. �Sterilization is an absolute process but disinfection is not� � Justify the statement. 

4. Name some spore baring bacteria ? "All the members of the genus Clostridium bear 

some common properties". Mention at least 3 of such properties. 

5. "Primary site for gonococcal infection in male is urethral mucosa and in female is 

endocervical mucosa". Is the statement true? Is the concept related with specimen for 

identification of gonococci? 

6. Mention the bacterial causes of meningitis. What is X and V factor? 

7. Enumerate the causative agents responsible for dysentery.How can you differentiate 

bacillary dysentery from amoebic dysentery microscopically in the laboratory? 

8. Which bacteria cause pseudo membranous colitis and how? 

9. "Esch.coli is the commonest agent for UTI in female". Mention the reasons behind this 

event. 

10. Pathogenesis of polio infection.  
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1. What is the essential structure of bacteria ? 

2. �Mesosome is the part of cytoplasmic membrane but very important for bacterial 

multiplication�. Clarify the statement. 

3. What are the differences in cytoplasm of �Prokaryotes and Eukaryotes�? 

4. Gram positive bacteria are more sensitive to penicillins and  cephalosporins�.  Clarify 

the statement. 

5. Enumerate toxin mediated diseases produced by Staphylococcus aureus.         

State differences between staphylococcal and streptococcal skin lesions. 

6. Give the important morphological feature typical for Staphylococcus?   why they   are 

arranged in grape like cluster in gram staining? 

7. Mention 3 special properties of Corynebacterium diphtheriae. What is pseudo 

membrane? 

8. What are the steps in the pathogenesis of enteric fever? Why Widal test is usually 

negative in first week of fever? 

9. What is tuberculin test? Give its interpretation. 

10. Enumerate some viruses that can cause latent infection. Define "Prion"  and name 

some diseases caused by  it.  
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1. Name the essential structures of bacteria. Tell about the functions of cell wall. 

2. �Gram positive bacteria are more sensitive to penicillins and cephalosporins�.  Clarify 

the statement. 

3. Tell me a single difference between antibiotic and antiseptic. What are the targets of 

the following antibiotic: Cephalosporin, Quinolone, Aminoglycosides? 

4. How can you sterilize the following articles: petridishes, antibiotic solution, liquid 

paraffin, plastic disposable syringe and rubber catheter? 

5. What are the role of antitoxin, antibiotics and toxoid in the treatment of Tetanus? 

6. �Although Mycobacterium tuberculosis do not produce any exotoxin or endotoxin, but 

it is a highly virulent bacteria�. Can you tell us some reasons in favour of the 

statement? 

7. Why pseudomonas is more common in hospital acquired infection and why is it 

difficult to treat? 

8. In MacConckey's agar media, Pseudomonas aeruginosa produce typical coliform 

colonies, but it is not classified as member of Enterobacteriaceae". What is the reason? 

What are other important properties of Pseudomonas spp.? 

9. A  22 year old patient complains of fever , fatigue and with a hew diastolic murmur he 

had  a dental surgery recently. What is the most likely organism? How will you 

proceeed to confirm the condition in the laboratory. 

10. "After entry in to human host, HIV remain absent in blood for a long period". Do you 

agree with the comment? Can you explain the event? 
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1. What is prokaryote and eukaryote? Differentiate bacterial ribosome from human 

ribosome?  

2. What are the different phases of growth curve? State the importance of each phase. 

3. What is drug resistance? What are the mechanisms of drug resistance? 

4. Why pseudomonas is multi-drug resistance ? what are the antibiotic are use for 

treatment of pseudomonas ? 

5. What are the properties of pathogenic Staphylococcus? Name the toxin induced 

diseases of Staphylococcus aureus 

6. What is toxic shock syndrome toxin (TSST)? How it causes TSS? 

7. Enumerate the diseases produced by different species of Salmonella. Which toxins are 

responsible for Haemolytic Uraemic Syndrome? 

8. What are the organs involved in tuberculosis? Which organs are not involved? 

9. "A mother delivered dead foetus for 3 consecutive deliveries. Her doctor said that she 

had a chronic sexually transmitted disease". What is the suspected disease and how 

will you confirm your diagnosis? 

10. What are the opportunistic infections in AIDS patients? How can you diagnose a case 

of AIDS in the lab? 
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1. �Antimicrobial agents show selective toxicity towards bacteria due to structural 

differences with eukaryotes�. This is a correct statement. Can you clarify it? 

2. Name 5 virulence factors of bacteria mentioning their role in disease production. 

3. What are the virulence factors and pathological lesions of Neisseria gonorrhoeae?  

4. What are the causes of urethritis ? Lab diagnosis of urethritis ? 

5. What is the toxic part of a LPS molecule? Tell its pathological effects. 

6. "Some bacteria can overcome the neutralization effect of mucosal IgA by producing an 

enzyme". What is the name of that enzyme and enumerate those bacteria 

7. Name the enzymes and toxins produced by Staph. aureus with their role in 

pathogenesis. 

8. What are the diseases produced by Staphylococcus saprophyticus? How will 

youdifferentiate Staphylococcus saprophyticus from Staphylococcus epidermidis in the 

laboratory? 

9. What is the basic difference in the mode of action of Salmonella, Shigella and Vibrio 

in causing diarrhoea? 

10. Mention the possible routes of transmission of HIV. Enumerate the cells are         

infected with HIV. Name the important HIV antigens. 
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1. What is non-essential structure of bacteria ? Function of flagella? 

2. What type of bacteria escape from phagocytosis ? Name some capsulated bacteria ? 

3. How spore baring bacteria can be killed ? Principle of autoclaving ? 

4. Name 3 toxin mediated diseases caused by Staphylococcus aureus.  What are the 

clinica importance of Staph.epidermidis? 

5. What bacteria causes opportunistic infection ? Why pseudomonas multi-drug 

resistance ?  

 

6. What do you mean by AFB? Why mycobacterium is known as AFB? 

7. Classify Mycobacterium with example. What are the atypical mycobacteriums? Why 

they are termed so? 

8. Name 5 virulence factors of bacteria mentioning their role in disease production. 

9. What are the role of antitoxin, antibiotics and toxoid in the treatment of Tetanus? 

10. Name the viruses causing hepatitis. How HBV differs from HCV? 
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1. Name important environmental growth requirements of bacteria mentioning their role 

for multiplication. 

2. Name the physical methods of sterilization. For what purpose ethylene oxide and 

formaldehyde are used? 

3. Name five contributions of microbes to mankind. What are the branches of Medical 

Microbiology? 

4. Classify Staphylococci on the basis of pathogenicity? State differences between 

staphylococcal and streptococcal skin lesions. 

5. Name 5 memebrs of family enterobacteriace with disease they produce. 

6. How mycobacterium is transmitted? Why mycobacterium takes longer period for 

incubation? What do you mean by open & closed case? 

7. Mention 3 special properties of Corynebacterium diphtheriae. What is pseudo 

membrane? 

8. What are the steps in the pathogenesis of enteric fever? Why Widal test is usually 

negative in first week of fever? 

9. "Spirochaetes are highly motile, but those do not have any external flagella". How do 

those move? 

10. Enumerate some viruses that can cause latent infection. Define "Prion"  and name 

some diseases caused by  it.  
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1. Name some capsulated bacteria ? Function of capsule ?  

2. Why antimicrobial drugs selectively kill or inhibit growth of bacteria? 

3. Tell the differentiating points between Gram positive and Gram negative bacterial cell 

envelope. 

4. How can you classify Staphylococcus? State briefly the important properties of 

Staphylococcus? 

5. What are the post streptococcus diseases? Describe in brief the pathogenesis of 

rheumatic fever. 

6. Why UTI by Proteus is more dangerous than that of Esch. coli?  

7. Mention the site of action of the following toxins: tetanospasmin, cholera toxin, 

verotoxin. 

8. "Some bacteria can overcome the neutralization effect of mucosal IgA by producing an 

enzyme". What is the name of that enzyme and enumerate those bacteria. 

9. What are the diseases caused by Haemophilus influenzae? What do you mean by 

satellite phenomenon 

10. �Vaccine development against HIV and Influenza virus is difficult due to a common 

reason�. Clarify the reason. 

 


